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ABSTRACT: The effect of the enzymatic deamidation by protein−glutaminase (PG) on flavor-binding properties of soy protein
isolate (SPI) under aqueous conditions was evaluated by a modified equilibrium dialysis (ultrafiltration) technique. Binding
parameters, such as number of binding sites (n) and binding constants (K), were derived from Klotz plots. The partial
deamidation of SPI by PG (43.7% degree of deamidation) decreased overall flavor-binding affinity (nK) at 25 °C for both vanillin
and maltol by approximately 9- and 4-fold, respectively. The thermodynamic parameters of binding indicated that the flavor−
protein interactions were spontaneous (negative ΔG°) and that the driving force of the interactions shifted from entropy to
enthalpy driven as a result of deamidation. Deamidation of soy protein caused a change in the mechanism of binding from
hydrophobic interactions or covalent bonding (Schiff base formation) to weaker van der Waals forces or hydrogen bonding.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Flavor is a major determinant of consumer acceptance of a food
product.1,2 The availability of a flavor compound for sensory
perception is greatly influenced by its interaction with
nonvolatile food constituents including fats, proteins, and
carbohydrates.3−5 The binding of flavor compounds to soy
protein can lead to a decline in product quality because it can
cause flavor fade (loss of flavor or lowering of flavor intensity)
or a flavor imbalance due to selective binding of certain flavor
compounds over others. This makes it difficult to determine the
exact flavoring composition and dose for use in a food
formulation.6

Flavor−soy protein interactions can be reversible (non-
covalent) or irreversible (covalent) depending on the nature of
the protein and flavor compounds.7,8 Whereas most of the
interactions are hydrophobic and reversible,9 irreversible
binding can occur for certain flavor compounds, especially
carbonyl-containing flavor compounds. These carbonyl groups
can form covalent bonds (Schiff bases) with the amine groups
of amino acids in proteins.10,11

Flavor−protein binding interactions can be altered by
protein modification. Deamidation is a protein hydrolysis
method that can alter primary, secondary, and tertiary
structures of protein by converting amide groups. Deamidation
can change the functional properties of a food protein such as
solubility, foaming capacity, and emulsification properties12,13

and also can decrease flavor−protein binding, as demonstrated
for a chemically deamidated soy protein isolate.14 Enzymatic
deamidation is generally more desirable than chemical methods
because it is substrate specific, can be conducted under mild
reaction conditions, and is perceived as natural and safe.15,16

Protein−glutaminase (PG), first isolated in 2000, catalyzes the

deamidation of protein.17 PG differs from other enzymes with
deamidation activity because it does not produce any side
reactions, such as cross-linking (TGase) or peptide hydrolysis
(protease) and is not limited to the deamidation of glutamine
residues in only short peptide chains as with peptidoglutami-
nase.
In our previous study, we developed a procedure for the

deamidation of soy protein isolate (SPI) by using PG, which led
to the production of a deamidated protein with modified
functional properties.13 However, that study did not assess the
impact of deamidation on the flavor-binding properties of the
protein. The present study was aimed at testing the hypothesis
that the reduction in the glutamine side chains will reduce the
overall flavor-binding affinity of the protein to the carbonyl-
containing flavor compounds vanillin and maltol. Therefore, the
objective of the present study was to investigate the effect of
deamidation on the binding of selected carbonyl-containing
flavor compounds to soy protein in an aqueous system using an
equilibrium−ultrafiltration method.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents. Analytical grade (≥98% purity) vanillin (4-hydroxy-3-

methoxybenzaldehyde), maltol (3-hydroxy-2-methoxyl-4H-pyran-4-
one), and ethyl maltol (2-ethyl-3-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4-one) were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Deuterium-
labeled vanillin (vanillin-d3; 4-hydroxy-3-(methoxy-d3)-benzaldehyde)
was synthesized following the procedure described by Schneider and
Rolando.18
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Sodium phosphate monobasic (NaH2PO4) and sodium phosphate
dibasic (Na2HPO4) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. and used
for phosphate buffer preparation. Ethyl ether (99.9% purity, <10.0
ppm BHT) was obtained from Fisher Scientific Inc.
Soy Proteins. SPI (Profam 974) was purchased from Archer

Daniels Midland Co. (Decatur, IL, USA) and was vacuum packaged
immediately upon receipt. The deamidated SPI (DSPI; 43.7% degree
of deamidation and 4.81% degree of hydrolysis) was prepared by PG
deamidation for 2 h following the procedure described by
Suppavorasatit et al.13 The DSPI sample was kept in a 125 mL
amber glass jar and sealed with a Teflon-lined cap. Both SPI and DSPI
were stored at 5 ± 1 °C.
Enzyme. Protein−glutaminase “Amano” 500 (500 U/g) was

obtained from Amano Enzyme, Inc. (Elgin, IL, USA).
Preparation of Flavor Compound Solutions. Vanillin (9960

μg/mL) and maltol (10500 μg/mL) stock solutions were prepared in
odorless distilled water (prepared by boiling glass-distilled water in an
open flask until its volume was reduced by one-third of the original
volume). Vanillin-d3 (1130 μg/mL) and ethyl maltol (1210 μg/mL)
solutions were prepared in methanol and used as internal standards.
All solutions were kept in 2 mL amber glass vials sealed with Teflon-
lined caps and stored at −70 °C.
Isolation of Free Flavor Compounds. A 3 mL aliquot of the

reaction mixture was transferred to an Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal filter
tube with 3K molecular weight cutoff (Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA,
USA) and centrifuged at 5000g for 30 min using a refrigerated
centrifuge (Sorvall, Du Pont Co., Wilmington, DE, USA) controlled at
the same temperature used for incubation (5, 15, or 25 °C). The
permeate was spiked with 20 μL of the vanillin-d3 (or ethyl maltol)
internal standard solution and then thoroughly mixed. One milliliter of
the permeate was transferred to a 2 mL glass vial and extracted with
0.5 mL of diethyl ether. The ether fraction was subjected to GC-MS
analysis. A flow diagram illustrating the procedure is shown in Figure
1.

Gas Chromatography−Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS). A series
II 5890 GC/5970 mass selective detector (MSD) system (Agilent
Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used to quantify vanillin.
Two microliters of each sample was injected in the hot splitless mode
(250 °C; 30 s valve delay). Separations were performed using an
Innowax column (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d. × 0.25 μm film thickness; J&W
Scientific, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The oven was programmed from
150 to 220 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min with initial and final holding
times of 2 and 20 min, respectively. Helium was used as carrier gas at a
constant rate of 1.0 mL/min. The MSD conditions were as follows:
transfer line temperature, 250 °C; ionization voltage, 70 eV; mass
range (scan mode), 35−400 amu; scan rate, 2 scans/s.
A 6890 GC/5973 MSD system (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) was

used to quantify maltol. Two microliters of each sample was injected in
the cold splitless mode (initial temperature, −50 °C; initial time, 0.1
min; ramp rate, 12 °C/s; final temperature, 260 °C; valve delay time, 1
min). Separations were performed using a Stabilwax column (30 m ×

0.25 mm i.d. × 0.25 μm film thickness; Restek, Bellefonte, PA, USA).
The oven was programmed from 40 to 225 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min
with initial and final hold times of 5 and 20 min, respectively. Helium
was used as carrier gas at a constant rate of 1.0 mL/min. MSD
conditions were as follows: transfer line temperature, 280 °C;
ionization voltage, 70 eV; mass range (scan mode), 35−350 amu;
scan rate, 5 scans/s.

Quantification of Free Flavor Compounds. Quantitative
analysis was conducted by using MS response factors ( f i) for vanillin
and maltol compared against the internal standards (i.s.; vanillin-d3 or
ethyl maltol, respectively). The f i of each compound is defined as the
inverse of the slope of a plot (standard curve) of peak area ratio (flavor
compound/i.s.) versus mass ratio (flavor compound/i.s.) for an
ascending series of mass ratios. The f i of vanillin versus vanillin-d3 [hot
splitless injection mode; using mass chromatography peak areas of ion
151 (vanillin) and ion 154 (vanillin-d3)] was 1.32. For f i for maltol
versus ethyl maltol (cold splitless injection mode; using total ion
chromatogram peak areas of maltol and ethyl maltol) was 1.16. The
mass of each flavor compound was calculated as follows:

= × ×f

mass of flavor compd

mass of i.s.
peak area of flavor compd

peak area of i.s.i (1)

Determination of Flavor-Binding Equilibration Times. Prior
to use, all glassware was silanized using 10% (v/v) dimethyl
dichlorosilane (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) in toluene (Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) as described by Tsutsumi and others,19 then
thoroughly rinsed with methanol (Fisher Scientific Inc.), washed, and
baked at 190 °C. Protein solutions of SPI or DSPI [3% (w/v)] were
prepared in aqueous 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and then
stored at 4 °C overnight to allow for complete hydration. Each protein
suspension was placed into a 50 mL test tube equipped with a Teflon-
coated magnetic bar. Vanillin (or maltol) was spiked into each
suspension to achieve an approximate concentration of 50 μg/mL.
The test tubes were sealed with Teflon-lined caps and were incubated
with stirring [at speed level 6 using a VWR magnetic stirrer model 310
(VWR International, LLC, Arlington Heights, IL, USA)] at a constant
temperature (5, 15, or 25 °C) maintained by using a 1 L low-form
jacketed beaker water bath (Chemglass, Inc., Vineland, NJ, USA). At
specific time intervals, aliquots of each flavor−protein suspension were
withdrawn and the concentration of the free (unbound) flavor
compound were determined. Equilibration times were determined
from plots of concentration of free flavor compound versus time at
constant temperature.

Determination of Binding Properties. The determination of
binding properties was performed according to the methods described
by Chobpattana et al.6 and Li et al.20 with some modifications. Protein
solutions of SPI or DSPI [3% (w/v)] were prepared in 0.05 M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and then stored at 4 °C overnight to allow
for complete hydration of the protein. For binding studies, 5 mL
aliquots of each protein suspension were placed into 20 mL glass
scintillation vials containing Teflon-coated magnetic stir bars and
spiked with vanillin (or maltol) to achieve concentrations of 10, 20, 40,
60, 80, or 100 μg/mL and then sealed with Teflon-lined caps.
Solutions of 20 μg/mL vanillin (or maltol) in 0.05 M phosphate buffer
(pH 7.0) were used as controls. Each set of vials, consisting of a
complete concentration range for each flavor plus the control, were
incubated with stirring at three different temperatures (5, 15, or 25
°C) until equilibrium was reached or exceeded (48 h for 5 °C, 36 h for
15 °C, and 24 h for 25 °C), at which point the concentrations of the
free (unbound) flavor compounds were determined.

Number of binding sites (n) and binding constants (binding
affinity; K) were obtained by generating the double-reciprocal plots
(Klotz plots) from the Klotz equation (eq 2). This is one of the most
commonly used methods for the analysis of protein−ligand binding
data, as previously described:21,22

ν
= +

Κn n
1 1 1

[L] (2)

Figure 1. Flow diagram for isolation and quantification of free flavor
compounds.
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ν is the number of moles of ligand (flavor compound) bound per mole
of total protein, and [L] is the concentration of free ligand (free flavor
compound). On the basis of eq 2, the double-reciprocal plot of 1/ν
versus 1/[L] gives a slope equal to 1/Kn and a y-intercept equal to 1/
n.
Because the Klotz plot analysis is applicable only to noncovalent

interaction between a ligand and a protein, the K determined cannot
be treated as a true equilibrium binding constant. Thus, it is probable
that the binding might be mainly of a noncovalent nature (i.e.,
covalent binding is considered to be so low that its contribution to ν is
negligible), in which case K can be treated as an equilibrium binding
constant.
Determination of Thermodynamic Parameters. Thermody-

namic parameters were calculated by using the binding constant (K),
derived from the Klotz equation. The Gibb’s free energy of binding
(ΔG°) for each temperature was calculated from the equation

Δ ° = −G RT Kln (3)

where R is the gas constant (1.9859 cal K−1 mol−1) and T is the
absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin. The enthalpy of binding
(ΔH°) was determined from the van’t Hoff equation

= Δ °
−

K K
H R

T T
ln( / )

/
(1/ 1/ )2 1

2 1 (4)

where K1 and K2 are the binding constants at 5 and 25 °C, T1 and T2
are the absolute temperatures in degrees Kelvin, and R is the gas
constant. The entropy of binding (ΔS°) was determined using the
following equation:

Δ ° = Δ ° − Δ °
S

H G
T (5)

Statistical Analysis. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and least
significant difference (LSD) were used to test for differences among
treatments (p < 0.05) (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A prerequisite to the use of an equilibrium dialysis technique
for flavor-binding studies is knowledge of the minimum
incubation time necessary for the system to reach equilibrium
under the various experimental conditions to be evaluated.
Equilibration times were determined by plotting the concen-
tration of free (unbound) flavor compound as a function of
incubation time at 5, 15, and 25 °C for both SPI and DSPI.
Typical equilibration curves for binding interactions of SPI or
DSPI with vanillin and maltol at 25 °C are shown in Figures 2
and 3, respectively.
The equilibration time was considered to be the minimum

time necessary for the free flavor compound to reach a stable
(lowest) concentration. Equilibration times for binding of

vanillin and maltol to SPI and DSPI at the three experimental
temperatures used in this study are given in Table 1.

Binding Affinity of Vanillin and Maltol to SPI and
DSPI. Panels a, b, and c of Figure 4 show double-reciprocal
plots (Klotz plots) for the binding of vanillin to SPI and DSPI
at 5, 15, and 25 °C, respectively. The plots are linear, which
demonstrates that vanillin binds independently (noncooper-
ative interaction) to both SPI and DSPI over the temperature
range studied. These results agree with those of Li and others,20

who reported noncooperative interaction of vanillin with soy
and dairy proteins in an aqueous model system at 4 and 12 °C.
Linear regression equations from the Klotz plots for the

binding of vanillin to soy proteins of two replications are
presented in Table 2. The coefficients of determination (r2) of
all equations were >0.97, which means that equations can
explain >97% of the total variation for the plots.
As mentioned previously, eq 2 was used to determine the

number of binding sites (n) and binding constants (binding
affinity; K), which were calculated from the y-intercepts (1/n)
and slopes of the plots (1/Kn), respectively. The calculated n
and K values for the binding of vanillin to soy proteins are
shown in Table 3. The values for n for the interaction of vanillin
with SPI at 5, 15, and 25 °C were 13.6, 2.31, and 0.48,
respectively. The n values at 5 and 15 °C are in good agreement
with those previously reported by Li et al.20 for the binding of
vanillin to SPI at 4 and 12 °C (10.92 and 3.81, respectively).
The K values for the binding of vanillin to SPI increased (p ≤
0.05) with increasing temperature (Table 3), which agrees with
the results of Li and others,20 who reported that the K values
for the binding of vanillin to SPI increased from 468 M−1 at 4
°C to 683 M−1 at 12 °C.

Figure 2. Equilibration curves for binding of vanillin with soy protein
isolate (SPI) and deamidated soy protein isolate (DSPI) at 25 °C.

Figure 3. Equilibration curves for binding of maltol with soy protein
isolate (SPI) and deamidated soy protein isolate (DSPI) at 25 °C.

Table 1. Equilibration Time for the Binding of Vanillin and
Maltol to Soy Protein Isolate (SPI) and Deamidated Soy
Protein Isolate (DSPI) at Different Temperatures

minimum time to reach
equilibrium (h)

soy protein T (°C) vanillin maltol

SPI 5 48 48
15 36 36
25 12 24

DSPI 5 48 48
15 24 36
25 9 12
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However, the magnitudes of the K values calculated in the
present study are not close to the values reported by Li et al.20

This could be due to the fact that the present study was
conducted on a different protein source and using a different
preparation method (i.e., laboratory prepared in the case of ref
20 vs commercially available SPI in the case of the present

study) and by different methodologies, which has been
reported to cause systematic differences in K values.7,13

The n values for the binding of vanillin to SPI decreased with
increasing temperature, whereas the K values increased with
increasing temperature (Table 3). However, the n and K values
for the binding of vanillin with DSPI were not significantly
affected by temperature (Table 3). Values of n were lower for
DSPI than SPI at 5 and 15 °C, but did not differ at 25 °C.
Furthermore, with respect to vanillin the K values were lower
for DSPI than for SPI at 15 and 25 °C, but were higher for
DSPI at 5 °C.
The Klotz plots of the binding of maltol to SPI and DSPI at

5, 15, and 25 °C are shown in Figure 5, panels a, b and c,
respectively. Linear equations from the Klotz plots for the

Figure 4. Klotz plots for binding of vanillin to soy protein isolate (SPI)
and deamidated soy protein isolate (DSPI) at 5 °C (a), 15 °C (b), and
25 °C (c). Plots represent an average of two complete replications.

Table 2. Linear Equations from Klotz Plots for the Binding of Vanillin and Maltol to Soy Protein Isolate (SPI) and Deamidated
Soy Protein Isolate (DSPI) Obtained from Two Replications

replication 1 replication 2

flavor compd soy protein T (°C) equation r2 equation r2

vanillin SPI 5 y = 1.3026x + 0.0715 0.9981 y = 1.5616x + 0.0755 0.9840
15 y = 1.3553x + 0.4217 0.9973 y = 1.5693x + 0.4466 0.9763
25 y = 1.1376x + 1.9083 0.9833 y = 1.1138x + 2.2768 0.9937

DSPI 5 y = 8.3793x + 1.5106 0.9940 y = 8.9729x + 1.6973 0.9944
15 y = 8.7235x + 1.4958 0.9945 y = 9.2997x + 1.3234 0.9965
25 y = 10.156x + 1.5559 0.9986 y = 10.4793x + 1.7326 0.9921

maltol SPI 5 y = 0.3107x + 0.0942 0.9984 y = 0.3000x + 0.0920 0.9950
15 y = 0.3210x + 0.1156 0.9985 y = 0.3103x + 0.1229 0.9960
25 y = 0.3073x + 0.2985 0.9953 y = 0.3564x + 0.3131 0.9806

DSPI 5 y = 0.4938x + 0.2554 0.9972 y = 0.4714x + 0.2433 0.9985
15 y = 0.4665x + 0.2673 0.9993 y = 0.4976x + 0.2213 0.9989
25 y = 1.1245x + 0.0335 0.9997 y = 1.4234x + 0.0342 0.9995

Table 3. Binding and Thermodynamic Parametersa−c for the
Binding of Vanillin to Soy Protein Isolate (SPI) and
Deamidated Soy Protein Isolate (DSPI)

parameter T (°C) SPI DSPI

n 5 13.6 ± 0.52 a A 0.63 ± 0.05 ns B
15 2.31 ± 0.09 b A 0.71 ± 0.06 ns B
25 0.48 ± 0.06 c NS 0.61 ± 0.05 ns NS

K (×104) (M−1) 5 5.16 ± 0.46 b B 18.5 ± 0.63 ns A
15 29.8 ± 1.88 b A 15.7 ± 2.06 ns B
25 186 ± 25.9 a A 15.9 ± 0.86 ns B

nK (×104) (M−1) 5 70.4 ± 9.00 ns A 11.5 ± 0.56 a B
15 68.7 ± 7.11 ns A 11.1 ± 0.50 ab B
25 88.8 ± 1.33 ns A 9.69 ± 0.21 b B

ΔG° (kcal mol−1) 5 −5.99 ± 0.05 a A −6.69 ± 0.02 a B
15 −7.21 ± 0.04 b B −6.84 ± 0.07 a A
25 −8.54 ± 0.08 c B −7.09 ± 0.03 b A

ΔH° (kcal mol−1) 5−25 29.5 ± 1.89 A −1.22 ± 0.16 B

ΔS°
(cal K−1 mol−1)

5 106 ± 6.79 ns A −4.38 ± 0.59 ns B
15 102 ± 6.55 ns A −4.22 ± 0.57 ns B
25 98.9 ± 6.34 ns A −4.08 ± 0.55 ns B

aWithin columns, values with the same lower case letters are not
significantly different at p > 0.05. bWithin rows, values with the same
upper case letters are not significantly different at p > 0.05. cAverage ±
standard deviation (n = 2).
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binding of maltol to soy proteins of two replications are also
presented in Table 2. The equations (r2 = 0.98) explain >98%
of the total variation of the plots. These results demonstrate
that maltol also was bound noncooperatively to both SPI and
DSPI, the same as vanillin as explained above.
The n and K values for the binding of maltol to soy proteins

are shown in Table 4. The n values for the binding of maltol to
SPI decreased with increasing temperature, whereas the K
values increased with increasing temperature (Table 4). This is
in agreement with the trends in n and K values observed for the
binding interaction of vanillin to SPI (Table 3).
An opposite trend was observed for the binding of maltol to

DSPI at 25 °C, where the n values increased and the K values
decreased with increasing temperature. This differs from the
results for binding of vanillin to DSPI (Table 3), where
temperature had no effect on the values of n and K.
The decrease in n with increasing temperature observed for

the binding interaction of vanillin and maltol to SPI can be
explained by the increase in protein unfolding as a result of the
decrease in temperature.23 In addition, lower temperatures may
cause a rearrangement of protein subunits (dissociation of
hydrophobically aggregated protein) due to the weakening of
hydrophobic interactions,24 which could expose a higher
number of binding sites at the outer surface of the protein.

Therefore, more binding sites for vanillin and maltol should be
available at 5 °C than at 25 °C.
The above trends, that is, decrease in n and increase in K

with increasing temperature, observed for vanillin and maltol
are opposite to what has been reported for some other flavor
compounds. Damodaran and Kinsella24 reported that the n
value for the binding of 2-nonanone with whole soy protein
increased with increasing temperature from 5 to 25 °C, whereas
the K decreased with increasing temperature. The different
behaviors of these flavor compounds could be due to the
differences in their hydrophobicities as indicated by the
difference in their log P values (log P of vanillin, 1.19;25 log
P of maltol, 1.40;26 log P of 2-nonanone, 2.9027), the difference
in the functional groups of 2-nonanone (ketone) versus vanillin
(aldehyde, phenol, and ether) and maltol (pyranone and
hydroxyl), and also the difference in type of soy protein (whole
soy protein vs SPI) used in the experiments.
As previously pointed out by Zhou and Cadwallader,28 use of

n or K alone might not be the best way to represent the overall
binding affinity of a flavor compound to a protein. Instead, the
value of nK, which is derived from the Klotz equation (eq 2),
can more accurately measure overall binding affinity.9,28 The nK
values (at 5, 15, and 25 °C) demonstrate that the overall
binding affinity of vanillin [(68.7−88.8) × 104 M−1] or maltol
[(303−328) × 104 M−1] to SPI was greater than that to DSPI
[(9.69−11.5) × 104 M−1 for vanillin and (79.6−208) × 104

M−1 for maltol] (Tables 3 and 4). These results indicate that
deamidation by PG had a significant effect on the binding of
vanillin because the nK for DSPI was around 7−9 times lower
than for SPI, whereas the nK value for the binding of maltol to
DSPI was around 1.5−4 times lower than for SPI. It is
hypothesized that the overall binding affinities of vanillin and

Figure 5. Klotz plots for binding of maltol to soy protein isolate (SPI)
and deamidated soy protein isolate (DSPI) at 5 °C (a), 15 °C (b), and
25 °C (c). Plots represent an average of two complete replications.

Table 4. Binding and Thermodynamic Parametersa−c for the
Binding of Maltol to Soy Protein Isolate (SPI) and
Deamidated Soy Protein Isolate (DSPI)

parameter T (°C) SPI DSPI

n 5 10.7 ± 0.18 a A 4.01 ± 0.14 b B
15 8.38 ± 0.35 b A 4.13 ± 0.55 b B
25 3.27 ± 0.11 c B 29.5 ± 0.43 a A

K (×104) (M−1) 5 30.5 ± 0.25 b B 51.7 ± 0.08 a A
15 37.9 ± 2.47 b NS 50.9 ± 9.07 a NS
25 92.5 ± 6.57 a A 2.69 ± 0.41 b B

nK (×104) (M−1) 5 328 ± 8.12 ns A 207 ± 6.80 a B
15 317 ± 7.60 ns A 208 ± 9.48 a B
25 303 ± 31.7 ns A 79.6 ± 13.2 b B

ΔG° (kcal mol−1) 5 −6.97 ± 0.01 a A −7.26 ± 0.00 b B
15 −7.35 ± 0.04 b NS −7.51 ± 0.10 b NS
25 −8.13 ± 0.04 c B −6.03 ± 0.09 a A

ΔH° (kcal mol−1) 5−25 9.12 ± 0.65 A −24.3 ± 1.24 B

ΔS°
(cal K−1 mol−1)

5 32.8 ± 2.34 ns A −87.6 ± 4.45 ns B
15 31.7 ± 2.26 ns A −84.5 ± 4.30 ns B
25 30.6 ± 2.18 ns A −81.7 ± 4.16 ns B

aWithin columns, values with the same lower case letters are not
significantly different at p > 0.05. bWithin rows, values with the same
upper case letters are not significantly different at p > 0.05. cAverage ±
standard deviation (n = 2).
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maltol to DSPI decreased, at least in part, as a result of the loss
of reactive amide side groups, in particular, the loss of
glutamine resides, on the protein. As a result, DSPI would
have less ability to bind to vanillin and maltol via the significant
conformational changes in SPI caused by PG. Because the
deamidation by PG caused most of the glutamine residues to be
replaced by acidic groups, binding of vanillin and maltol to
DSPI might also occur via hydrogen-bonding and nonspecific
interactions.14

Thermodynamics of Binding of Vanillin and Maltol to
SPI and DSPI. The thermodynamic parameters for the binding
of vanillin and maltol to SPI and DSPI are shown in Tables 3
and 4, respectively. These data indicate a negative free energy of
binding (ΔG°) for both flavor compounds to both SPI and
DSPI. This means the binding of vanillin and maltol to both
proteins was thermodynamically favorable and, thus, was
spontaneous. The ΔG° values indicate that the binding
affinities of vanillin to SPI and DSPI were higher at 25 °C
than at 5 and 15 °C. Meanwhile, for maltol, the binding affinity
was higher for SPI but lower for DSPI at 25 °C. The ΔG°
values determined in the present study for binding of vanillin
agree with those of Li and others,20 who reported ΔG° values
of −3.38 and −3.70 kcal mol−1 at 4 and 12 °C, respectively.
Taking into consideration the structure of maltol, which
contains a ketone group, the ΔG° value for this compound at
25 °C (−8.13 kcal mol−1) is not much different from the value
(−4.1 kcal mol−1) reported by Arora and Damodaran29 for the
binding of 2-nonanone to soy protein in an aqueous system.
In the present study, the enthalpy of binding (ΔH°) of

vanillin to SPI was highly positive (29.5 ± 1.89 kcal mol−1)
(Table 3), which indicates that the interaction between vanillin
and SPI is not favorable because it is an endothermic reaction.
However, the entropy values (ΔS°) were also high (from 98.9
± 6.3 to 106 ± 6.8 cal K−1 mol−1), which resulted in negative
ΔG° values, which indicates that the binding interaction is
spontaneous.20 Similar trends were observed for maltol (Table
4).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the interaction between

vanillin or maltol and SPI is an entropy-driven process, which
indicates a greater disorder of the system, that is, protein
unfolding.20,30−32 The greater disorder of SPI results in the
exposure of new binding sites for the vanillin.24 Furthermore,
all hydrophobic interactions are entropy-driven processes. The
increase in entropy comes from positive entropy change of
water as the ligand is transferred from the aqueous phase to the
protein phase (binding). In addition, if we consider that vanillin
has both a carbonyl and an alcohol group in its structure, our
results are in agreement with the findings of Aspelund and
Wilson.30 They found that the interactions of SPI with hexanal
and 2-hexanone (carbonyl compounds) and 1-hexanol
(alcohol) were also entropy-driven.
In contrast to the results for SPI, the values of ΔH° for the

binding of vanillin and maltol to DSPI were negative (−1.22 ±
0.16 and −24.3 ± 1.24 kcal mol−1, respectively). This means
that the binding interaction between DSPI and vanillin or
maltol was favorable (exothermic). The ΔS° values for the
interaction of both flavor compounds were also negative;
however, these were not of high enough magnitude to cause the
value of ΔG° to become positive. Hence, the interactions of
vanillin and maltol with DSPI are enthalpy-driven processes.
Previous studies have indicated that the binding of carbonyl-

containing flavor compounds to various types of the proteins
may be caused by Schiff base formation.4,10,22 Besides covalent

bonding, noncovalent interactions might occur at the same time
due to hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, and
hydrophobic interactions. The ΔH° and ΔS° of a reaction
can help to identify these binding modes.33 The values for ΔH°
and ΔS° for binding of vanillin and maltol to SPI were positive
(Table 3), which means that hydrophobic interactions would
be involved in the interaction of vanillin and maltol to SPI.
With respect to binding interactions with DSPI, the values for
ΔH° and ΔS° for vanillin and maltol were negative. Therefore,
van der Waals force or hydrogen bonding would be involved in
the interaction of vanillin and maltol with DSPI.33,34

Vanillin and maltol appear to undergo similar binding
interactions with SPI and DSPI. This might be because both
compounds contain a carbonyl and a hydroxyl functional group
(Figure 6). Between the two compounds, maltol showed the

greatest overall binding affinity to both SPI and DSPI. This
might be due to differences in the orientation of the functional
groups on the compounds, thus resulting in different
accessibilities to binding sites.
In conclusion, partial enzymatic deamidation of SPI affected

the flavor-binding properties of the protein. Vanillin and maltol
undergo noncooperative interactions with both SPI and DSPI.
The binding of vanillin and maltol onto SPI is entropy-driven,
whereas the binding of the two compounds to DSPI is
enthalpy-driven. In addition, both vanillin and maltol showed a
decrease in binding affinity toward DSPI. The thermodynamic
data indicate that vanillin and maltol undergo stronger binding
interactions with SPI than with DSPI. It is possible that these
differences are due to a shift in the binding mechanisms from
predominantly hydrophobic interactions and/or covalent
bonding (Schiff base formation) for SPI to mainly van der
Waals force or hydrogen bonding in the case of DSPI. These
findings may be helpful to soy protein and soy food
manufacturers aiming to reduce the flavor fade problem in
aqueous protein-containing foods. However, studies on flavor
binding by using only an analytical approach cannot
demonstrate the actual impact on consumer perception.
Thus, further studies using sensory evaluation techniques are
still needed.
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Figure 6. Chemical structures of vanillin (a) and maltol (b).
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